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Abstract-We consider the problem of integrating a function f : [-1, l] -+ R which has an analytic 
extension f to an open disk Dr of radius r and center the origin, such that If(z)] 5 1 for any z E d,. 
The goal of this paper is to study the minimal error among all algorithms which evaluate the integrand 
at the seros of the n-degree Chebyshev polynomials of first or second kind (F’ejer type quadrature 
formulas) or at the zeros of (n - 2)-degree Chebyshev polynomials jointed with the endpoints -1,l 
(Clenshaw-Curtis type quadrature formulas), and to compare this error to the minimal error among 
all algorithms which evaluate the integrands at n points. In the case r > 1, it is easy to prove that 
Pejer and Clenshaw-Curtis type quadrature are almost optimal. In the case T = 1, we show that Fejer 
type formulas are not optimal since the error of any algorithm of this type is at least about ne2. 
These results hold for both the worst-case and the asymptotic settings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the class of functions F(D,) = {f : [-l,l] -+ R, with analytic extension f to 
Dr, If(z)] < l,Vz E &} where 0, = {z E C : Izj < T} is the open disk of radius r and center 
zero. We study the problem of approximating J!, f(z)& by means of algorithms which only 
use samples of f at the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomials of first and second kind of degree n 
(denoted by T, and U,, respectively), or at the zeros of T,_z and U,,-2 jointed with the endpoints 
-1,l. 
In the following QA = {cosv,, k = 1,2 ,..., n} and Qf, = {cos&r, k = 1,2 ,..., n} 
denote the sets of the zeros of T, and U,, respectively. Moreover we consider the sets Qi = 
Q r(-2 u {-1,1} and Q: = Q:-2 u {-1,l). 
In [l] the error analysis of Gauss quadrature for functions belonging to F(D,) is derived in the 
worst case and in the asymptotic settings for r > 1 and r = 1. 
In this paper, we develop the same analysis of [l] for Fejer and Clenshaw-Curtis type quadra 
tures. More precisely we study the minimal error among all the algorithms which evaluate the 
integrand f E F(D,) at the nodes of Qi, i = 1,2,3,4. In the case T > 1, from the results of [2] 
and [3] it follows that the minimal error among all the algorithms using Qf nodes, i = 1,2,3,4 
is roughly exp -c(n + l), for some c > 0, while in the case T = 1 we prove that the error of any 
algorithm using nodes of Qf , i = 1,2 is at least about nb2. The previous results, once proved in 
the worst case setting, can be easily extended to the asymptotic setting by using Trojan theorem 
(see [4,5]) and the possible complete reuse of Qi, i = 1,2,3,4 nodes when n + 00. 
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2. WORST CASE SETTING 
Let f E F(Dr), let N#) = V(Q), fbz), . . . , f(z,)] be the information about f and let 
cp(Nn(f)) be an algorithm, that is any mapping from N,,(F(D,)) in R; cp is a linear algorithm if 
cp(NTb(f)) = c;=, Qcf(%) f or some ok. In the worst case setting, one considers 
(iJ 
1 
e(K, 9) = sup -1 f(z) da: - cpuwf)) 7 f E F(h) 
> 
7 (1) 
and 
e(N*) = igf e(Nn, cp). (2) 
In [6] it is proved that 
{J 
1 
e(N,) = sup _1 f(z) dz, f E F(&)V N,(f) = 6 
> 
and that the infimum in (2) is a minimum obtained for a linear algorithm. Moreover 
e(n) = inf 
Zl,.ZZ,...rZn 
e(Nn), 
is the minimal worst-case error of algorithms using n samples of the integrand function. 
We denote by NA the information 
N;(f) = [f(zl), f(~2), .. -, f(41, xj~Qi, j=l,2 ,..., n, i=l,2,3,4. 
First we consider the case T = 1 and we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. The minimitl error of any algorithm which uses information NA, i = 1,2 is of order 
ns2,that is 
e(NA) = e(nm2), i = 1,2. 
PROOF. Let 
hi(Z) = 
Tn (2) 
hz(z) = 
u?a (2) 
Z* T&/z)’ z”U&/z)’ 
Due to [7] and to the maximum modulus principle, we have (see [l]) 
s 
1 
KA = Ihi(z)12 dx 5 e(NA) < 
J 
’ Ihi dx = J;, i = 1,2. 
-1 -1 
First we estimate Ki and Ji. By the following integral representation of U%(Z) (see [8]): 
n+l ?r 
in = 2 - / (z + dEcos4)” sin4dq5, 
0 
we obtain 
zn&(i) =F [~x’2(l+~~cosq5)~sinq5d) 
+ L*” (1 - dmsinq5)D cos(d+] 
= Fg(;) ~~*‘2(cos~)k sinq5d++ 
n+l n n tk +(-t)” =- 
2 c( ) k k-0 k+l . 
where t = dm, and x E [0, 11. 
(-t)” lri2 (sin+)” cos4dc$] 
(3) 
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So we can give lower and upper bounds to xn U,, (i): 
5 
(n + 1) ( 1 + (n - 2) (n - 3) (1 - x2> I2 )‘sxnUn(i) I(n+I)exp(nJG?), (4) 
the lower bound holds for n 14. 
Since I&(x)1 I (n + l), by the left inequality of (4) we get 
J l IWx)l J l IWx)l Ji = -1 l2n &(1/x)1 dx = 2 e Ixn U?Jl/x)I dx 
5 2 a1 (1 + s (1 - x2))-’ da: 5 2(1 +s>-’ = n2 _ it+ 18, 
J 
where s = (n - 2) (n - 3)/12. 
On the other hand, from the right inequality of (4) and from relation 
U,(cos e> = 
sin (n + 1) ~9 
sin8 ’ 
we get 
~~=2~‘(x~~~~x))2dx~2Jd1(n+l)~e~~~~~)dx 
J 
*I2 (Un(cosO))2 sine de = 2 
J 
*I2 = 2 
(sin (n + 1) 6)s de 
’ e (n + 1)2 exp(2nsin8) e (n + 1)2 sine exp(2n sine) 
Since exp( -2n sin 0) decreases with 0 and sin 8 5 t9 for 0 2 0 5 5, we have 
2exp -2nsin * 
( 
K’ ’ (n + 1)2 sin*> 
) 
J 
nlcHn+l)) 
(sin (n + 1) e)2de 2 (7~ + 1)-2 exp(-n). 
o 
In order to give lower and upper bounds to e(NA) we use the following relation between Chebyshev 
polynomials of first and second kind: 
T,(Z) = f (Un(X) - Un-2(X>) * (5) 
Let t = Jm, from (3) and (5) we get: 
For n 2 4 the following inequalities hold: 
1+ (n-2)(n-3)(1-x2) 2 
5 
) <xnG(t)_2 < 3 expr8JY-Z. (6) 
Since IT;(x)1 5 n2 and Tn(l) = 1, for 1x1 5 1 we have 
ITn(x)l 2 1 - n2(1 -5). 
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Due to this property and to inequalities (6) the estimates KA > cl nm2 and JA 5 c2 am2 (where 
cl and c2 don’t depend on n) can be proved as in [l]. I 
In [7] and [9] the lower bound e(n) > exp(-5n m) has been proved and an information N,* 
and a linear algorithm v for which e(Nz,@) = exp(-n@) have been found. From these 
facts it follows that algorithms based on @i nodes, for i = 1,2, are not optimal. 
Let us consider the case r > 1. Let E,, denote the closed elliptic disk in the complex plane 
bounded by the ellipse with foci at (1,0) and (-1,0) and sum of semi-axes p > 1. Let F(E,)={f : 
(-1, l] + R, with analytic extension f to Ep and If(z)] 5 1, VZ E E,,}. It is useful to recall the 
following two results for integrand functions belonging to F(&): 
THEOREM 2. The minimal worst-case error of algorithms using n samples off, f E F(&,), is of 
order Q((p + o)-+), for any f7 > 0. 
PROOF. The proof directly follows from a result of [3]. 
THEOREM 3. [2] Let f E F(E,) and M(p) = sup{]f(~)],z E Ep}. Let ef(f) = 1 J:l f(z)& 
-R(f)1 be th e error when the interpolatory formula R based on Qf nodes is applied, for 
i = 1,2,3,4. Then 
e:(f) I $$ 7r2 
P (n+2;;n+4) +T+O(‘-“) > ’ 
e:(f) I y 
( 
-z/g + -+ + $ + 0(/P-l)) ) 
et(f) 5 $$ ( 
8(n2 - 22n - 24) 
(n2 - 2n - 24) (n2 - 2n - 8)n ’ p2 
r” + 0(p-n-2) ) 
> 
(n-4)2( 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
We shall use Theorems 2 and 3 to show that interpolatory quadrature formulas based on Fejer 
or Clenshaw-Curtis nodes are almost optimal for F(D,) with r > 1 in the sense of [1,5]. For any 
r > 1 it is possible to find two closed elliptic disks &p1, Epo with pi > pz > 1, EPa c D, c &pp, and 
F&,) c F(Dr) c F(&,). (11) 
From Theorem 2 and relation (11) it follows that e(n) = R ((pi + o)-~~), for any c > 0, that is, 
in order to get E digits of precision in the result, R(E) samples of f are needed. On the other 
hand, from Theorem 3 and relation (11) we have that e(NA, Ri) = 0 (p;(“+‘)), for i = 1,2,3,4, 
that is O(E) samples of f suffice to get E digits of precision in the result, when the interpolatory 
formula Rk is used. Due to these considerations we can state that interpolatory quadrature 
formulas based on Qi nodes, i = 1,2,3,4, are almost optimal for the class F(D,), with r > 1. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC SETTING 
In the asymptotic setting the information is an infinite sequence 
fi = {Nn};=i, where N, is defined as in Section 2, 
and the algorithm 8 using fi is a sequence 
9 = {(Pn};i, where any algorithm (P,, uses N,,. 
The nth error of 8 at f is defined as 
II 
1 
+(Rf) = _1 f bYa: - vn(Nn, f) , 
and the speed of convergence to zero of en(@, f ), for a fixed f, when n tends to oo is considered. 
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In [4] a relation is shown between the worst-case and asymptotic settings (see also [5]). For 
the integration problem with function in F(D,) these results can be summarized as follows: 
THEOREM 4. [4] For any information N, any algorithm p using m and my nonnegative sequence 
{S,,}~~l converging to zero, the set FO of functions belonging to F(D,) for which 
e,(R f) = 4&e(&)), 
is boundary, that is F(D,) - FO = F(D,). 
We are interested in estimating the speed of convergence of algorithms using Fejer or Clenshaw- 
Curtis information in the asymptotic setting. In this aim we consider, for any i = 1,2,3,4, a 
sequence of algorithms pi = {cpk}r=, using 
(12) 
where 
fi?i(f> =[N,l(f),N,l(f),...,N3k(f)] = #k(f), k = llog, nJ, 
R(f) = N(f), Wf), . . . I N2 P-l(f)] = @k-,(f), k = [log, (n + I)], 
R(f) = N(f), &f(f), . . . , N3 k+df)l = N,3*+,(f), k = 110&i (n- 31, 
R(f) = N(f), J&f), . * * 9 iv4 P+df)l = $$+l(f), k = lh?, (n - I>]. 
First we consider the case T = 1; from the relation e(N&) = e(3-2k) = e(ne2) showed in 
the previous section and from Theorem 4 we have that for any nonnegative sequence {&}r==, 
converging to zero, the set FO of functions belonging to F(D1) for which 
e,(@, f) = o (&nm2) , 
is boundary, that is the speed of convergence of algorithms using n1 information is at most ne2. 
In a similar way we can prove the same result for algorithms using m2 information. Therefore, 
also in the asymptotic setting, for r = 1, any algorithm using Fejer nodes is not optimal. Indeed 
in [l] the nth minimal asymptotic error has been shown to be roughly exp(-cfi) for some c > 0, 
and an information fi* and a linear algorithm 8’ almost optimal have been found. 
In the case r > 1, from Theorems 4 and 2, it follows that for any information fi, any algorithm p 
using N and any nonnegative sequence { &},“=i converging to zero, the set of function f for which 
e,(P, f) = 0 (&&I + u)-~~) , vcr>o, 
is boundary. Moreover from Theorem 3 and relation (11) it follows that the nth asymptotic 
error of the sequence of interpolatory formulas { Rk}z=, based on the information defined in (12) 
satisfies the relation 
e,($, f) = 0 (p;(n’3)) ,
e,($, f) = 0 (pT(n’2)) , 
i = 1,3, 
i = 2,4. 
From these considerations it follows that, in the asymptotic setting for T > 1, the interpolatory 
algorithms, based on Fejer or Clenshaw-Curtis nodes, are almost optimal. 
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